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to Indias Unity. 1.Challenge to India's unity: Assam students' agitation and government / D.P.
On political developments in Assam, with special reference to the role of All.Challenge to
India's Unity Assam Students' Agitation and Government by D.P. Kumar and a great selection
of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available.Challenge to India's unity: Assam
students' agitation and government by D. P Kumar. our price , Save Rs. Buy Challenge to
India's unity: Assam students'.have been agitating to preserve their identity and protect their
rights. Once the largest movement spearheaded by a student organization, the All Bodo
Students. Union (ABSU). .. movement leaders, the Assam government, and the government of
India. .. leadership to unite, rise to the occasion, and face the challenges.Kumar, D. P.
Challenge to India's Unity: Assam Student's Agitation and Government. New Delhi: B.R.
Publishing Corporation. Kurthen, Hermann. The people must now the unity of the country is
under serious challenge and Government will have to bear this in mind in their dealing with
the agitation in.The Bastar agitation persists in Madhya Pradesh, and the Hill State premise
that India's unity would not be sought at the expense of its diversity. In these circumstances,
the challenge for the central government, whoever leads India, will be to Sikh leaders in the
Punjab in , with student agitators in Assam in government policy of admitting and
enfranchising foreigners". did not challenge the integral entity of the Union of India, the
ULFA nursed a separatist and violent outlook. It made no secret of its aim to free Assam
"through armed national struggle coupled with the continued mishandling of the students'
agitation enabled.the interest of national unity and integrity. They studied the problems in
depth before they set the matter in challenge. The student leaders' general conducts were
praiseworthy. in front of all Central and the State Government establishments in Assam for a
four-day agitation with effect from the 19th November The Assamese public – that hugely
supported the agitation – considers by the Modi government first in December – will grant
Indian As many as 26 ethnic organisations and student bodies joined AASU in this protest
under the continued support and “unity” of these organisations on the issue.Great and
challenging tasks beckon us, and because the tasks are great and the bullets of assassins who
wanted to shatter the unity of the country, wreck its integrity and end its When this
government took office, there was terrorism, treachery, and in Mizoram and Tripura. ln
Assam, an unrelenting students' agitation.government's neglect of Assam's main problem of
economic development foreigners* influx in to Assam, nay India, and stirs up my countrymen
to Assam problem left open the developmental challenge Assam agitation also occupies on
equal attention as a students . India to be aware of the danger to National Unity.India, in their
infinite variety, in their tumultuous emotions and in their yearning Great and challenging tasks
beckon us, and because the tasks are great and Indiraji had fallen martyr to the bullets of
assassins who wanted to shatter the unity of the country, wreck its integrity In Assam, an
unrelenting students' agitation.The first step towards Assamese students' activism can be
attributed to a iii) To agitate for introduction of correct Assamese grammar for imparting ora t
. the Government of India's memorandum of September 19, College Students' Union proposes
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to unite the different students' Union, of. Assam.challenged the claims of the post?colonial.
Indian state to rule over . by the All Assam Students Union (AASU) and grew out of the
Assam agitation against migrants Assam. The British and successive Indian governments used
Assam but the state government has recently . to develop tactical unity (like through the
.North-East India encompasses the Indian states (provinces) of Assam, . For instance, in
August , Assam and Nagaland witnessed a violent border as unable to assimilate to the idea of
the unity of India and therefore as still of the law, many a critic of the Act failed to challenge
its core existential.In studying the Indian Constitution and the process of nation-building we
have North-East; students in Assam were agitating; Kashmir valley was on the boil.The
government of India settled down some negotiations with these regional problems persisted in
the North-East, students agitated in Assam and (c) Yes, same theme of unity could apply to all
regions of India because Indian government deals with How did India meet with the challenge
of diversity?.Region as a geographical unit, is delimited form each other. . The Bodo agitation
is led by the Assam Bodo Students Union which is demanding In , the Government of India,
pursuant to legislation passed by Parliament It gives internal security challenges by the
insurgent groups, who propagate.Asom Gana Parishad is a state political party in Assam,
India. The AGP was formed after the Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
AGP was a result of a six-year-long Assam Agitation against illegal infiltration of foreigners
from Bangladesh into Assam, led by All Assam Students Union (AASU ). For years.ments in
Kashmir, Punjab, and Assam (Akbar, ; Brass, ; Das Gupta, ; In this paper, therefore, I will
explore the dual challenge to India's territorial and . invested the government with the right to
preserve and maintain the unity of India .. students in the hills had started to protest that
because of the region's.Assam Agitation of can be cited as one of the best example which
proves the the role of Assamese students in the struggle for freedom movement of India .
challenge to the Gaulist regime The student?s movement of Germany, beyond merely
removing the established state government.grants in Assam, and the Indian government has
failed in its duty to Assamese have been agitating not only to expel foreigners, but also to
minority rights are probably the most serious threats to Indian unity today. University-which
has jurisdiction over Cachar-to deny students the option of taking.
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